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A young man's quest to reconcile his deafness in an unforgiving world leads to a remarkable

sojourn in a remote African village that pulsates with beauty and violence These are hearing

aids. They take the sounds of the world and amplify them." Josh Swiller recited this speech to

himself on the day he arrived in Mununga, a dusty village on the shores of Lake Mweru. Deaf

since a young age, Swiller spent his formative years in frustrated limbo on the sidelines of the

hearing world, encouraged by his family to use lipreading and the strident approximations of

hearing aids to blend in. It didn't work. So he decided to ditch the well-trodden path after

college, setting out to find a place so far removed that his deafness would become

irrelevant.That place turned out to be Zambia, where Swiller worked as a Peace Corps

volunteer for two years. There he would encounter a world where violence, disease, and

poverty were the mundane facts of life. But despite the culture shock, Swiller finally

commanded attention—everyone always listened carefully to the white man, even if they didn't

always follow his instruction. Spending his days working in the health clinic with Augustine

Jere, a chubby, world-weary chess aficionado and a steadfast friend, Swiller had finally found,

he believed, a place where his deafness didn't interfere, a place he could call home. Until, that

is, a nightmarish incident blasted away his newfound convictions.At once a poignant account of

friendship through adversity, a hilarious comedy of errors, and a gripping narrative of escalating

violence, The Unheard is an unforgettable story from a noteworthy new talent.

“I thought I knew about the Peace Corps until I read Josh Swiller’s hilarious, troubling, and at

times frightening recreation of his time in Zambia. His wit spares no one—least of all himself—

and his generosity of spirit encompasses nearly everyone. His experiences in Africa

transformed him, and this book will transform readers.”—Laurence Bergreen, author of Over

the Edge of the World: Magellan's Terrifying Circumnavigation of the Globe “I was riveted by

this book from page one. Swiller shouldn't have lived to tell this tale, much less been sent to a

village in deepest Africa that the locals called 'Gomorrah.' But he did, and he's returned with

something priceless: a story suffused with humor and love about a place where corruption and

death were regular visitors. Swiller hears the rhythms of language and life far better than most

people with two normal ears.”—Michael Chorost, author of Rebuilt: How Becoming Part

Computer Made Me More Human “As my mother used to say, ‘You got your listening ears on,

bub?’ This is not gimp chic, nor misery memoir, but a book as deserving, funny and brave as a

deaf man digging wells in hardest Africa. Hoo boy. And I thought being blind at the bus depot

was harrowing. Yeesh.”—Ryan Knighton, author of Cockeyed: A Memoir“Josh Swiller was 22

and profoundly deaf when he applied to the Peace Corps in search of adventure. And indeed,

adventure he found. His experiences in Zambia are eloquently recounted in his hard-to-put-

down memoir of deafness and Africa, “The Unheard””—The New York Times, Health

section"Several ingredients are crucial in a memoir like this: humor, the ability to see enough

details to make the scene come alive and...From Publishers WeeklyAlthough doctors

diagnosed Swiller's deafness early enough to fit him with hearing aids, the young man from

Mantattan's Upper West Side still felt different. As a young adult he drifted from college to

college, job to job, relationship to relationship, never quite finding what he was looking for: a

place beyond deafness. He found that place in the mid-1990s, when the Peace Corps posted

him to a remote corner of Zambia. During his two-year stint working in a run-down health clinic



in a rural village, he fought for irrigation projects and better AIDS facilities. He befriended a

young local who played chess and provided constant counsel in the ways the young white

American could—and did—run afoul of local tribesmen (and women) and their age-old ways.

Deafness would have provided a unique sensory filter for anyone, yet while Swiller may have

his particular aural capabilities, he also has literary talents—an eye, a voice and a narrative

talent—in abundance. A story in any other Peace Corps volunteer's hands might have been

humdrum, but in Swiller's becomes intensified, like the rigors of day-to-day Zambian life,

through deprivation. (Sept.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier

Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. ©

Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.The Unheardpart oneAkashi ushilala,

bakakumbwa insonshi ne mitenge. The village in which you do not sleep is admired for its

roofing.First DayA month after arriving in Zambia, about halfway through my Peace Corps

training, I visited Mununga for the first time. I traveled north for two days from the city of Kabwe,

the training site, to where the pavement ended at a lake town called Kashikishi; there, I caught

a pickup that made its way up a dirt road, wracked and cratered like it had been cleared by

dinosaurs. Villages, forests, marshes, and more villages passed by, giving way to glimpses of

Lake Mweru, a giant kidney bean of water stretching to the western horizon. After three hours

of this, at the crest of a large hill, a thick log rested in the road--a military checkpoint. A couple

of soldiers got up from beneath a mango tree, collected a toll from the driver, and kicked the

log out of the way. The road descended into the broad Mununga River valley, crossed a one-

lane bridge, and suddenly we came upon the town. There was nothing to prepare you for it:

after forty miles of scattered villages and blasted road, the valley was full of activity.A market

spread out in all directions from the bus stop. It thronged with merchants, fish sellers, dealers

of various sundries and vegetables, and toutboys--rambunctious, ropy-muscled young toughs

who bullied travelers on and off of vehicles for tips. People were everywhere, walking, running,

laughing, flirting, staggering,hauling packages on their heads, toting fish, birds, children.

Children played kung fu tag. Teenage cigarette vendors sat in the sun without a drop of shade

and sold one cig and one match at a time. Goats scavenged as men drove them along with

sticks. When I hopped off the truck, all the commotion instantly stopped. A thousand pairs of

eyes simultaneously turned and stared."Remember," Administration had said to us Peace

Corps volunteers as we prepared for this inaugural visit to our villages, "most of these people,

the vast majority, have never seen a non-Zambian before. Many have never even met someone

from another tribe. You're going to be the first look they'll have at an American. You're going to

be ambassadors. You're going to influence how a lot of people see the United States and the

world."Cool, an ambassador. On the trip north, I had daydreams of heroic rescues and grateful

young maidens. Donning a black cowboy hat, I would oversee Great Works of Development

while learning Great Lessons about Humanity. "We are all one people," I would write back

home, "black or white, hearing or deaf. One family." But the looks on the faces in the vast

market crowd read less like gratefulness and camaraderie and more like abject shock; it was

like a pterodactyl had just landed in their midst and they were trying to decide whether to back

away slowly or run like mad.I stood in the road for fifteen minutes. Then I caught the next

pickup out of town. A MONTH AFTER THAT I CAME BACK TO MUNUNGA FOR GOOD.

Administration dropped me off in front of a blue and yellow shack with my clothes, a new

mattress, a two-year supply of hearing aid batteries, and a loaf of fresh bread. Instantly, like

they had been waiting all week just for my arrival, dozens of children ran to watch me unload. It

was a beautiful day, the sky a gauzy, cloudless blue."This is it," Administration said to me,

peering at the kids and shack from behind the steering wheel of his Land Cruiser."Now,



promise me you'll watch out for river snails. They live in freshwater, even clean-looking water

like this river. You can't see their larvae and once they get in your skin, they burrow through

your bladder and then you pee blood for the rest of your life.""Ok. I'll look out for them," I

said."Schistosomiasis.""Shit so what?""Schistosomiasis. That's what the snail is called. The

one that messes up your bladder.""So don't go in the river?""No, I'm not saying that,"

Administration said, holding up his hands in a gesture of innocence. "I'm not allowed to tell you

what to do. This is a free country. You might not get it."On an earlier expedition, Administration

had chosen Mununga as a site for a volunteer solely because of the river--it was that beautiful.

In retrospect, he probably could have done more research. He was from Cincinnati and didn't

know any of the history of the area, didn't know about its reputation for violence, didn't know

that urban Zambians, even the ones embracing the global economy and technological age

head-on, feared Mununga. "Oooh, Mr. Joshua," the city folk had said when I had told them

during training about my placement. "You are brave to go there.""Why is it brave?" I asked

them, but they shook their heads in that floppy, figure-eight way that could mean anything, and

wouldn't say. After Administration drove off I faced the village children. They stared at me from

a safe distance. We watched each other like that for a good five minutes before I broke the ice

by chucking pebbles at them. They laughed and threw them back. A long, tin-roofed building,

easily the biggest building as far as I could see, was built into the hill behind them, so with

nothing better to do, after making friends I put my bags away and headed over for a look

around. The boys trailed along. The first room I looked into was a small officewith a large desk

in the middle. The walls were white, faded, with cobwebs shading the corners. A chubby round-

faced man who looked to be in his early thirties sat in a shaft of sunlight, gazing at a

chessboard on the desk. He held a beer in his right hand, a handkerchief in his left, wore a

wrinkle-free T-shirt that read BOB'S STORES. With the handkerchief hand, he jabbed the air

over the board, perhaps planning his next move.He jumped up when I stuck my head in. "Hey!

You are the white man who will dig us wells," he exclaimed."Yes," I said. "How'd you guess?"He

laughed, throwing back his head. Then just as suddenly he turned serious. "But you are alone?

They only sent one?""Only one.""Why only one? Mununga needs more than one."I didn't know

how to answer that. I introduced myself. He told me his name, Augustine Jere and that he was

the clinic officer, and shook my hand in both of his.I motioned to the board. "Who are you

playing?""I'm playing with myself," Jere said. "Do you play?""No. But I could learn to."He

nodded, wiped his face with his handkerchief. It was an open face with thoughtful eyes, a

swollen nose, and a ready smile--a trustworthy face. "You could," he said. "White men are very

smart.""No more than anyone else.""But you invented penicillin. And automobiles. And

airplanes.""Well, don't forget nuclear weapons. And acid rain. And Pet Rocks."He gave a

thumbs-up. "Yes. Those, too. Very impressive. Maybe that's why they only send one. Yes, I think

one is enough. Even for Mununga."Enough for what, I wondered, but before I could ask, Jere

leaned over the side of the desk and took two beers out of a small cooler, handing me one,

gesturing for me to sit down. The coolerwas for vaccinations, he said with a nod, but as they

were out of those and had been out for a week, might as well use it to keep the beer cold. It

has always been my way to plunge into new situations headfirst, and after a little more small

talk, I started telling Jere about wells. As he had declared, wells were what I was there for, but,

I explained, when they were dug, it wouldn't be by me--the villagers would do the digging and

the villagers would be in charge of everything. That was the Peace Corps' philosophy--they

called it sustainable development.Jere wasn't very impressed. "Can't you just drill a borehole?"

he asked. "Those take two, three days. And they go very deep.""We could," I said, "but no one

learns anything when you dig a borehole. A truck comes, drills, leaves. What is the community



going to do if the borehole breaks? Or if they need another well? Wait around for another

volunteer to show up? No, the goal is to teach the community how to take care of itself."This all

sounded good and was based on decades of trial and error, but I had little idea how to go

about putting it into practice. I did get some well construction experience during training, but

that was just a single day digging a hole in a dirt field and mixing cement in a wheelbarrow.

Then, to learn the community organization skills we'd need, the other volunteers and I

practiced splitting up hypothetical jobs while eating vanilla wafers. You dig. I'll mix. He'll cook

lunch. What that had to do with organizing communities wasn't really clear to any of us. But I

didn't know the depths of my ignorance yet, and could never have imagined the consequences

of going in blind. Community empowerment, sustainability, and personal responsibility--that, I

told Mr. Jere, was all we needed to dig the wells."Sounds good," he said with a smile, but I

wasn't sure if he believed it. He seemed eager to get off the subject.We finished our beers, put

back another round, then Jere called out and a skinny boy with an overbite appeared, took

some kwacha--the Zambian currency--and ran off to get more. Wedrank those as well. Evening

came and filled the sky with such reds and oranges it was like the valley had been slipped

inside a sliced papaya. The smells of the day--sweat, cocoa butter, kerosene, and fish lying in

the sun--were swept away by the evening breeze. I was getting buzzed."Let me show you the

clinic," Jere said. He stood up and whacked his kneecap on the desk. He groaned. "That

hurt." Jere's office, another office, three treatment rooms, and a storeroom opened off the

clinic's l... --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorA graduate of

Yale University, Josh Swiller has had a wide variety of careers: forest ranger, carpenter, slipper

salesman, raw food chef, Zen monk, journalist, and teacher, among other things. In August

2005, he had successful surgery for a cochlear implant and partially recovered his hearing.

Swiller now speaks often on issues facing mainstreamed deaf individuals, and works at a

hospice in Brooklyn, New York, where he lives. He is the author of The Unheard: A Memoir of

Deafness and Africa. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Vanessa Schulz, “A fantastic story!. What a beautiful book! I was so moved by the author's

honesty, humor, insight... and grateful for the deeper understanding into what it means to be

deaf. As someone who was raised in Africa, I'm grateful to Josh for the eloquence with which

he articulates the strange mix of raw, often violent existence and what he calls Africa's grace;

the same mix that opens your heart as it breaks it. This book brought to the surface again why I

miss Africa so much and why I don't live there any more. I wish Josh had done consecutive

stints as a Peace Corps volunteer in village after village so that we could have "The Unheard:

A series." As an avid reader of all things African, the greatest compliment I can give Josh

Swiller is to put him up alongside Alexandra Fuller. It's an accomplishment he deserves. Bravo!”

L. J. Lindson, “Inspiring and Thought-provoking. I met Josh very briefly about 8 months ago at

Gallaudet. One of the friends I was with had arranged to meet him; I just said hello, exchanged

pleasantries and left, following the rest of my group. When my friend caught up with the group,

she was not too happy because I guess she was expecting Josh to recount his entire time in

Africa so she wouldn't have to read the book. After that, I decided that I would read "The

Unheard" on the off chance that I would meet Josh and we could have a conversation without

the major stumbling block of not having read his book.By the time I got around to reading it, my

own hearing loss had recently been diagnosed. It wound up being the perfect timing. I was

trying to figure out where I fit in and who I was.The thing that really made this book helpful and

successful for me was that it wasn't trying to be more than a memoir. He wrote about his

experiences and what it meant in the context of his life. Memoirs can sometimes be so full of

delusions of grandeur that they're just not worth reading. The writing was clear and concise

without being short or choppy. This book wasn't trying to spell out ways to fix the way the

Peace Corps works in Africa or provide a dissertation on the heirarchy within the African

diaspora or be a self-help book suggesting you spend two years in the Peace Corps to learn

about yourself and fix your problems. I probably wouldn't have made it through the entire book

if it had tried any of those things.”

Sue Zivi, “Signs of Listening. Others have given a powerful and complete synopsis of the

content of the book. So I'm going to take another tact and strongly recommend it because of its

honesty, hubris and humor in presenting the challenges of coping with deafness. With these

qualities it shines Light and uses words to describe a powerful experience of cultural

compatibility and dissonance from a place of hearing as well as the wisdom/reflection of inner

silence. With the highest "magic" of the universe's synchroncity I purchased "the Unheard" the



day after I visited a deaf patient and her mother as a chaplain volunteer in a large hospital. I

needed to ressurect my basic, rusty sign language to communicate. The next day I heard Josh

interviewed on NPR and guessed that his book would sensitize me to communication issues,

the deaf community, coping mechanisms, the value of experiencing different cultures, and the

search for meaning in life's largest, most encompassing questions. It's all "hear" in Josh's book.

I'm starting my second reading. Josh, your are philospher and poet and I hope you know it!”

Melanie Leah, “Wish it didn't have a last page.... The Unhheard, by Josh Swiller is the single

most riveting book I've read. I missed a few trains while reading this book, not wanting to put it

down to step onto the train. Josh's journey is fascinating in and of itself not to mention his

captivating writing style.Once I did finally put the bookmark in and stepped onto the train I

found myself laughing loudly to myself, the other train-riders looking at me like I was a crazy

lady. Other parts of the book made my body quiver with the chills and still other parts left me

jaw-dropped-on-the-floor-shocked.I hope Swiller one day goes back to Zambia to find Jere.

More than that I hope he writes another book about it so I can keep the beautiful vision of this

soul-to-soul friendship alive.I do not have an addictive personality, yet I found myself feeling like

Pryor to the pipe. I believe this book will captivate every reader from its very first page. It is an

ESSENTIAL read to EVERYONE.”

The book by Josh Swiller has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 90 people have provided feedback.
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